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Project Review
to develop a comprehensive IT solution for providing disposable scrub sets for 
healthcare professionals at medical care facilities through vending machines. The 
solution connects the CRM system with user portals and with vending machine 

Project requirements

making it possible for doctors to get a 
prepaid set of disposable scrubs right at the entrance to the hospital.

professionals only — so the vendor had to prevent their machines from issuing 
scrubs to non-professionals
register healthcare professionals as customers and manage their billing. When 

machine and gets their sterile set of scrubs. 

The vendor’s sales department can collect scrub sales data from each machine 
in every hospital. Hospitals also need vending machine data to calculate their sales 

— Being able to add funds to the client’s account balance through the online 
portal and/or automatic charging;

— 

— 

One of the main requirements was to avoid in-house infrastructure
solution was to be implemented in a cloud service.
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Architecture choice

application programming interface (API). WaveAccess had to integrate them 

gateway. This gateway also acts as a safety net to conduct transactions in case 
the CRM system is not available. 

— Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM

365 CRM hosts the entire system in the cloud in geographical proximity to the 
end user. 

— Processing gateway is synchronized with the CRM almost in real time. The 
gateway interacts with the vending machine API through a machine integrator 
provider.

— Front End Customer Portal allows the healthcare specialists to register in the 
system and credit their account to purchase the scrubs. Automatic account 
topping is also available.

Solution architecture

FrontEnd 
Customer Portal

 
Core Application

Processing Gateway

Machine integrator 
provider

Credit Card 
Processing
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Solution Details 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM is the main data storage for all system components. It 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM user interface

transactions. It saves time and effort to undergo the yearly PCI (Payment Card 

Payment system token

process the transaction and the customer will get their scrub set right away.

Gateway processing integration allows vending machine API to interact with the 
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(such as gateway open request for example). These requests are collected by the 

synchronized with the CRM system via SyncIT scripts. The data transferred is 

SyncIT uses Microsoft Application Insights

Microsoft Power BI

The user portal is implemented using the ASP.NET MVC

Data synchronization. A WaveAccess SyncIT script

still be processed.

WaveAccess SyncIT
the CRM system and the cloud storage. SyncIT is WaveAccess’s own product to 
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can now purchase scrub sets. The portal also allows for changing user data and 
contacting the support team to solve problems.

New user registration page
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is sent to the client. 

User account purchase history
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Microsoft Application Insights is a base for logging.  

Log analyzer

losing sterility. 

badge printing system gets client data from the intermediator badge which is 

also gets a freshly printed name badge with a new set of scrubs in any hospital 

“The most challenging job was to enable data-driven subscription reports with 
given parameters. The reports are used by vending machine supplier as well 
as the hospitals themselves who are interested in their sales commission. The 
challenge is that Microsoft Dynamics CRM does not have the required report 
form. But it was made possible using DevExpress reporting”, – says Sergey 
Gusev, Head of CRM department at WaveAccess.
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PDF-report is mailed out to system users on a timely basis.

The result 

scrub sets by vending machines in hospitals. 

settings. Sales department collects data on each vending machine. Hospitals 

expenses and account balance.
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hello@wave-access.com

If you need to develop  
a similar project,  
please write us

Read more at
wave-access.com


